25 Education NOV for Climate DAY

Session Overview

09:30 – 09:45 Opening of the Education for Climate Day

09:45 – 10:20 A post-COP26 dialogue on education for climate
How can education support the transition towards a climate-neutral society?

10:25 – 11:00 Launch of the Education for Climate’s collaborative online platform

11:00 – 11:05 Session outlook

11:15 – 12:00 GET IN TOUCH
EU Sustainability Youth initiatives

14:00 – 14:45 DISCOVER & BRAINSTORM
The 5 Education for Climate Priorities

15:00 – 15:45 MATERIALS MARKETPLACE
Education & sustainability tools, courses and much more

16:00 – 16:45 SERIOUS GAMING & PLAYFUL LEARNING
Making sustainability accessible

17:00 – 17:20 CLOSING

GET IN TOUCH
EU Sustainability Youth initiatives

CHALLENGE AGORA
Pitch your community challenge!

WORKSHOP
beautiful | sustainable | together:
The New European Bauhaus

HACKATHON
First participatory community challenge

CO-INNOVATION
The Youth Climate Pact Challenge

UNLOCK AND DEVELOP

Q&A
What can you do on the platform?

EXPLORE
Education for Climate National Coalitions & Companions

OPENING OF THE EDUCATION FOR CLIMATE DAY

HTTPS://EDUCATION-FOR-CLIMATE.EC.EUROPA.EU/DAY